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Abstract—We propose here a first attempt at meta-scale
mapping for long-term marine ecosystem management by prototyping, advancing and applying an intelligent vision system
to map the marine estate. We will offer a first glimpse at
data collection that crosses scales using IR, colour and depth
imagery data from the millimetric to the metric scale. We used
proprietary hardware and algorithms to look at the activity of
Polychaete worms (a recognized indicator of a healthy estuary
environment) across spatial, temporal and physical scales, from
micro to macro level. While our estimation of worm counts
correlated weakly with manual expert ground truth, our system
allowed a scaling of worm activity at various levels, which is a first
attempt at marine ecosystem meta-scale mapping capabilities.
The field investigations took place on a stretch of intertidal
area in the Auckland Region near the Leigh Marine Laboratory,
which allows easy access to a typical marine ecosystem, ensures
natural illumination, and is rich in complex interactions in the
underwater biotic/abiotic interface.
Index Terms—Multiscale imaging, estuary management

I. I NTRODUCTION
Estuaries make up a large portion of the New Zealand
shoreline. Generally defined as a largely enclosed body of
water, controlled by tidal influences and measurably diluted by
freshwater; New Zealand has over 400, with many cities placed
by them. They play an important role: from drawing in money
(through tourists and real estate) to the often overlooked
ecological benefits. Harbouring fish and even “influencing the
rate of biogeochemical processes that sustain the biosphere”
[11].
Coastal and estuarine ecosystems are at risk from changes in
the New Zealand lifestyle and, more recently, climate change.
An increase in human population has led to more pollution,
over-exploitation of key species and urbanisation of our coastal
zones. Agriculture and forestry have also increased and are
causing nutrient and sediment run-off. All of these problems
have led to a rise in the number of large-scale and chronic
impacts on the estuaries [4].
Biodiversity within the estuary has proven to be linked
with ecosystem health. A large range of species live in the
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estuaries, from microorganisms to whales; small organisms
act as food for predators, attracting rays, birds and more. The
creatures that dig, for food or shelter, create pits that add to
the heterogeneity of the seafloor, whilst the burrows, tubes and
mounds modify the surface architecture, offering refuge from
predators and impacting the water flow over the seafloor [11].
Thrush et al. [10] have shown that mud content in the
sediment can be used as an indicator of stress. Through much
experimentation, it has been found that the number of some
polychaetes are strong indicators of estuary health [1], [4].
Since polychaetes are primarily sedentary deposit feeders, they
cannot avoid deteriorating water/sediment conditions.
Polychaetes are commonly known as the bamboo worm,
due to their compartmental shape. They are a type of benthic
macroinvertebrates identifiable by the mounds they leave behind. Whilst small and seemingly insignificant, bamboo worms
actually play a pivotal role in the estuarine ecosystem. Aside
from their role as prey, they also perform vital maintenance
and regulation services such as storing and cycling nutrients,
regulating waste assimilation processes and climate regulation
[11].
Historically, collecting data on polychaete populations has
been labour, and time, intensive. For example, Ellis et al. [4]
collected data from one estuary. In the estuary they made
75 sites, each with a 2 × 5 grid of ten plots. Each plot,
10 × 10 m, needed to be manually marked out and a sample
collected from each. This sampling process was spread over
three months.

The latest experimental practice at the University of Auckland’s Leigh Marine Science Institute is to proceed with
manual counting (by marine science experts) of the visible
polychaetes (that are producing observable mounds) rather
than laboratory counting by soil sample extraction. Following this, we put forward a method to automatically count
polychaetes in an estuarine environment. We seek to improve
the situation for the marine scientists, by utilising modern
technology and computer vision techniques to develop semi-

automated tools.
Working towards this, we performed the traditional manual
count of worms, but also combined our Raspberry Pi-based
stereo camera system with an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV)
to acquire images of the same area. We then processed the
collected images to create an estimate of the number of worms
present, and, compared it to our manual count for validation.
We believe our work so far is a promising start on developing a system that should make polychaete counting
significantly quicker, thus meaning it can be performed over
larger areas at once.
The paper is set out as follows: We summarise related work
in Section II. We cover our employed field methods and materials in Section III and Section IV respectively. We then discuss
the techniques used to analyse the images in Section VI, before
presenting our comparative results in Section VII. Finally,
we conclude and discuss potential improvements and future
directions in Sections VIII and IX.
II. R ELATED W ORK
A. Population Estimation
Marine population survey efforts stand to benefit from a
low cost, low effort and consistent approach to automatically
count marine life. Tools of this nature can be used for guiding
environmental policies to providing a wealth of population
statistics for marine scientists.
Enomoto et al. [5] put forward a method to quantify and
evaluate scallops in an underwater gravel seabed using colour
and shape segmentation. Despite the harsh conditions for
image processing (scallops are buried in the sand and low light
conditions), Enomoto et al. were able to identify scallops with
76.5% accuracy (non detection of 23.5% and false positives
of 19.2%). The study, however, did not look at extending the
process to a larger scale and excluded areas of the image not
sufficiently illuminated.
Kannappan and Tanner [7] formulated a more biologically inspired approach: They combined two methodologies
for identifying scallops. Using Bottom Up Visual Attention
(BUVA), Kannappan and Tanner created saliency maps of
colour, intensity and orientation to identify target and distractor
regions in a training set. Using these regions, weightings, for
a Top Down Visual Attention (TDVA) approach, were formulated to tune the TDVA algorithm to seek scallop regions.
While able to identify 90.3% of scallops in the image, and
overcome illumination variance, the computational overhead
of this approach may be too great for large scale surveys. For
smaller scale worm mound detection this may be a possible
avenue of interest.
The estuarine environment, while not as troublesome as lowlight underwater surveys, presents a similar set of challenges:
Cloud cover can contribute to inconsistent lighting of a nearly
spatially homogenous surface, creating potential errors in
worm estimation as well as in the creation of depth maps.
Additionally, the indistinct circular mounds, created by the
organism, can easily be mistaken for other noise such as shells.

B. Use of UAVs in topography surveys
The use of low-cost UAVs to monitor and map benthic
environments is not an untreaded field. Work done by Manicini
et al. [8] used a UAV and structure-from-motion approach
(SfM) to reconstruct the topography of 27 500 m2 of coast
at 40 m altitude. When comparing the digital surface models
(DSM) constructed from the SfM approach and Terrestrial
Laser Scanning (TLS) to that of ground truth measurements
from a Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) survey,
they found the errors to be within 0.011 m RMS.
Similarly, Casella et al. [2] made use of SfM to create
a DSM of an 8 380 m2 coastal region, mapping coral reef
structures. At 30 m altitude and through shallow water, the
DSM model was comparable to a ground truth from a LiDAR
survey with a vertical accuracy of 0.016 m and a standard
deviation of 0.25 m. However, they did not employ fluid
lensing correction which could have reduced errors in the
surface reconstruction.
In both cases, the use of SfM from multiple images, using
UAV mounted stereo camera setups, produced surface models
comparable with typical topographical scanning hardware.
C. Multi-scale Imaging
The attractiveness of a multi-scale approach for acquiring
population numbers lies in the potential to capture large-scale
data/variances with confidence in a consistent manner. Scarth
et al. [9] made use of a multi-scale and multi-sensor approach
to estimate and map forest age structure at a landscape
scale. The fusion of Digital Multi-Spectral Video and Landsat
Thematic Mapper data with that of colour stereo-paired images
resulted in the development of a digital elevation model which
could then be used in a decision-tree classification of forest
stages. The work done by Scarth et al. was able to achieve
this with 72% accuracy.
To our knowledge, at this time, there are no examples
of the multi-scale imaging approach to automatically count
and estimate Polychaete population numbers in an estuarine
environment.
III. M ETHODS
Given the worm mounds’ importance in the estuarine
ecosystem, we put forward a method to estimate their numbers
over larger areas. First, select a sample area in the estuary
and label it, as in Figure 1. Using a stereo camera system (as
described in Section IV) one can collect images from multiple
scales, shown in Figure 2. Figure 3 shows a brief overview of
the proposed experimental process.
A. Scale Heights
Using the stereo cameras’ intrinsic values: focal length (f ),
pixel size (µ) and baseline (b), as well as the: image size, area
size and object (worm mound) dimensions, one can calculate
the following experimental parameters:
Maximum Height (Z) for 3D images: This parameter
sets the maximum height at which a sensor must operate to
maintain the required image resolution or depth (e.g. 1 mm

calculate the maximum height (obtaining 3D images of the
object) Z3D by first approximating the equivalent disparity at
∆Zmin :
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Fig. 1: Grid Layout, made up of 9 cells, each 1 m2
Maximum height for 2D images: Given an object’s diameter/width (w) and the minimum desired number of pixels to
represent it (p), one can infer the maximum width per pixel
w as W = wp . This leads to the minimum height able to fully
capture the object:

Z2D =

Fig. 2: Multi-scale representation: S0 is the scale representing
a single worm mound, S1 captures 3D images from a handheld height, S2 captures each cell in the grid from a UAV, and
S3 captures the entire grid.
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Minimum height to fit L mm2 in an image: Given an
area L mm2 and the number of pixels in the height or width
of the image (whichever is smallest) as N . One can use the
following equation to calculate the height required to capture
the entirety of L.
ZL =

fL
Nµ

(3)

IV. M ATERIALS

Our experimental kit was comprised of: a set of selfcontained stereo cameras with processing and self-power capabilities, and a transportation agent, here a UAV. The equipment
we used included:
•

Fig. 3: Proposed Experimental Process

per pixel). The minimum depth per pixel can be calculated
as (∆Zmin = hp ) where (h) is the object height and (p) is
the minimum number of pixel to represent that area. One can

•

A Raspberry Pi 3 Model B system with stereo cameras
connected via a camera multiplexer. Whilst not able to
take photos simultaneously, the cameras were able to take
a left-right image pair with an approximate 500 ms delay.
This system is described in [3], though an older Raspberry Pi 2 was used Coopers work. By the time of writing,
the asynchronous image issue has been addressed, using
a Raspberry Pi 3 compute module, but has not been tested
outside laboratory conditions. This was combined with a
custom 3D-printed mount to provide a suitable physical
package for deployment in the field as seen in Figure 4a.
DJI Phantom 2, modified to accept GoPro clip attachments to its undercarriage, which was used to mount the
Raspberry Pi system, shown in Figure 4b and 4c.

TABLE I: Camera System Intrinsic Values (mm)
System

f

µ

b

N

Raspberry Pi

3.6

0.0014

61

1088

TABLE II: Scale Heights(mm)
(a) Proprietary Raspberry Pi System

(b) Raspberry Pi on drone
Z3D

Z2D

Zcell

Zgrid

1252

25714

2363
3309
(400mm buffer)

7090
8035
(400mm buffer)

3

(c) Raspberry Pi in flight

Fig. 4: Images of our Raspberry Pi system
V. E XPERIMENTAL P ROCESS
A. Preparations
Before going into the field we calculated the varying heights
assigned to each scale. These variables change depending on
the camera system; we used our proprietary Raspberry Pi
system (as described in Section IV and Figure 4a).
Due to the small nature of the worm mounds the images
need to be as detailed as possible, therefore, the cameras
should use high resolution images. The cameras work in an
asynchronous manner, taking first the left photo, then the right.
For more accurate stereo images we need to minimise the time
lapse between images. We, therefore, reduced the resolution of
the images from the maximum resolution (2592 × 1944 pixels)
to 1920 × 1088 pixels. Using the maximum corresponding
acquisition rate of 30 FPS [6] gives an average delay of
695 ms between images; this was acceptable in stable weather
conditions. We maintained the UAV in an automated hovering
position when acquiring stereo images. After, some selfrectification (post calibration) was applied to enforce epipolar
geometry and a more robust stereo matching process.
The rover, for scale S0 (not implemented in this experiment), made the cameras 170 mm off of the ground; we wanted
the images to overlap approximately two-thirds of the photo.
Using a 1920 × 1080 pixel resolution photo with a baseline of
60 mm gave a maximum disparity of 922 pixels. The cameras
final intrinsic parameters can be seen in Table I.
B. Experimental Steps
To reproduce the experiment, the following steps should be
followed:
1) Physical attributes: This experiment must be conducted
at low tide.
Location selection In order to detect areas with varying numbers of worm mounds, one must to select at least two
different spots. The first is an area with many mounds
whilst the second is more sparse.

Grid layout Once the locations have been selected the grids
can be laid out, it is best with a Northern orientation in
the morning and a southern orientation in the afternoon
(both grids facing the same direction). This will help
prevent accidental interference from shadows. Produce a
3 m2 grid, as shown in Figure 1. For easier recognition
in post-processing, it is best to place labels outside of the
grid referencing the cell.
2) Manual Data collection: A manual count of the worm
mounds in each cell is carried out by each researcher participating in the field work (in our case 4); an average count is
then determined. This average count is used later as a ground
truth for comparison against the automated results.
3) UAV image collection: We begin with the UAV as the
hand-held process can interfere with the experimental area. To
stop shadows from being cast on the experimental area during
data collection, researchers must avoid the side of the grid
facing the sun. The UAV pilot stands in the centre of the x
axis (cell B) whilst a spotter stands at the centre of the y axis,
cell 2. This helps to centre the UAV over the target area.
full grid view (S3 ) The UAV must collect images, in the
centre of the grid, at the target height (Zgrid ) as calculated
in Table II. To ensure complete grid coverage, the UAV
must collect images from a variety of positions. At each
location the UAV must hover to reduce movement between images (given the camera system is asynchronous).
single cell view (S2 ) Fly to the target height (Zgrid ), as calculated in Table II. Fly in an S pattern covering the
grid: A1-3, B3-1, C1-3. This helps in post-processing to
identify the different cells. Hover over each cell to reduce
image movement.
4) Hand-held (S1 ): Hold the camera system at a maximum
height of Z3D (in Table II), it is paramount that these images
do not exceed this height (depth will be lost); we used a laser
pointer for verification. Cover all outside cells before stepping
carefully in to take images of the centre cell: A1-3, B3, C3-1,
B1, B2. Avoid casting shadows where possible, prevent the
sun to the back.
VI. DATA P ROCESSING
The goal of our data processing engine is to count the
number of bamboo worms in the images. These images have

B. UAV scale processing

(a) 3D mesh

(b) Depth map

(c) Thresholded binary image

(d) Mound outline

Fig. 5: Image processing framework steps: 3D mesh (a), depth
map creation (b), depth map thresholding (c) and automatic
mound counting (d)

been acquired at the hand-held level (S1 , close to the ground)
and at the UAV level (S2 and S3 ). A key obstacle that we
are trying to overcome is that at the UAV level (S2 and S3
scale) stereo pairs have been captured far from the ground
surface, making it difficult to acquire accurate 3D geometric
data about the worm mounds. Our strategy was therefore to
use the hand-held images to learn what sparse and densely
populated regions look like using both depth map and colour
information, to count the worm mounds at S2 using the colour
information for detection and the stereo setup as a range
metering system while scaling up the count to a larger area at
S3 scale.
A. Hand-held scale processing
After a sampling of calibrated hand-held level stereo pairs
have been acquired from the scene, they are processed through
a typical stereo pipeline: distortion removal, rectification and
stereo matching. This results in a texture image and a corresponding depth-map.
The next step is to use the geometry in the depth-map to
count the worms. The strategy is to estimate the general shape
of the surface through detrending, and then identify the worm
mounds as outliers to this trend. Detrending was performed by
applying a 2D Gaussian filter of 5 standard deviation (σ = 5)
to the depth maps. The filtered depth-map is then subtracted
from the original depth-map to obtain a new depth-map where
the worm mounds appear as negative values. Thresholding is
then performed to segment the worm mounds as a binary
image. Automatic counting may then be done using a blob
counting algorithm such as ImageJ’s Analyze Particles plugin.

Given a database of hand-held (S1 ) images with associated
worm counts, it is possible to use these images to approximate
the worm count in a UAV scale photograph (S2 , S3 ).
The first step is to determine the scale difference between
the UAV images and the hand-held images. If the same camera
system has been used to obtain both sets of images, a simple
scaling factor can be determined as α = f × ∆Z where α
is the scaling factor, ∆Z is the difference in altitude between
the two images and f is the focal length after rectification.
The next step is to divide each UAV image into a set
of grid cells, each corresponding to the size determined for
the hand-held level images. A similarity score may then be
calculated for each hand-held image with respect to one cell
by scaling the hand-held image to the same size as the cell
and determining the average difference in intensity between
the database image and the cell. This simply allows us to
determine a total guess of the worm count for each cell in the
UAV image, by taking the sum of all the hand-held images in
the database weighted by the similarity score for the associated
cell. This can be expressed as follows:
P
i∈Ω Ii × wi
(4)
CellCount = P
i∈Ω wi
where Ω is the handheld images in the database, Ii is the worm
count associated with the ith image and wi is the similarity
calculated with respect to the handheld image and the cell.
VII. R ESULTS
Images of the cells from Grid 1 were used to evaluate the
algorithm. Out of the 9 available cells in Grid 1, cells C2
and B2 were not included when testing the algorithm due to a
combination of human error and camera synchronisation issues
which led to unusable surface meshes.
A. Manual counting
From Table III it can be seen that there is a good correlation
between the counts for most cells with the exception of A2
and B3. These cells have the largest deviations which may be
indicative of over-counting and under-counting due to some
mounds being underwater. We left these cells in our evaluation
as they highlight the need for more consistent counting efforts,
both manual and automated.
B. Hand-held
This section details the comparison of the counts produced
by the algorithm, as outlined in Section VI, against those
completed manually for the hand-held set of images. These
counts can be found in Table III. From the values in the table,
there is a clear correlation between our counts and the average
count. There is also a trend for our algorithm to overestimate
the number of mounds in each cell. When a linear trend line
is fitted to the data plotted in Figure 6; we obtain an R2 value
of 0.76. The preliminary result is promising.
Counts from plot B3 show a difference of 29 mounds which
is large. Upon closer inspection of the B3 mesh, there are a

TABLE III: Worm mound counts Grid 1, automatic counts and
averaged manual counts
Plot

Automatic Count

Averaged Manual Count

A1
A2
A3
B1
B3
C1
C3

109
105
97
103
97
79
71

102.5
88
90.5
96.6
68.5
67.25
60

•

from the detrended surface. The establishment of a colour
model could filter these false positives out.
The proposed approach of determining worm counts from
the drone level images from the sample images contains
bias as the segmentation of the high-level image into
a grid is somewhat arbitrary. It is hypothesized that
the relationship between the low-level and high-level
images can be made more robust using either Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) or machine learning.
IX. C ONCLUSION

In conclusion we present a proof of concept of a multiscale automated framework in an estuary environment that
shows promise in providing consistent and accurate counts
of Polychaete worm counts on an estuary bed during low
tide. The framework makes use of low cost hardware that can
be readily deployed by marine researchers to monitor worm
activity in an estuary over time, with minimal effort on the
part of the researcher. Our next step is extensive testing and
validation on a larger scale before attempting a fully automated
(human-less) series of experiments.
Fig. 6: Correlation between automatic and manual worm
counts. R2 value of 0.76
number of prominent cockle shells which may be adding noise
to the counting algorithm both manual and automated.
C. Drone
Ten high-level images of the entire grid were captured by the
drone during our acquisition with some variation in positioning
and lighting. Since the entire grid is expected to contain 661
worms based on the automated worm counts associated with
the handheld image, this number served as the ground-truth
with respect to worm count estimation. The average worm
count estimated by our algorithm was 729 ± 102 worms. This
number is within 100 of the correct value, which has been
confirmed by marine scientists to be acceptable.
VIII. D ISCUSSION
A. Prospective improvements to system
The presented system is a low-cost system aimed at estimating high-level worm counts based on low-level samples. This
work is a proof of concept, whereby our experimental results
suggest the approach is worthy of further investigation. There
are several aspects that could be addressed in order to refine
the solution further. These are as follows:
• The Raspberry Pi system used in the experimental process
was based on [3]. However, the synchronization problems
associated with this system have been overcome by the
new Raspberry Pi 3 compute module, and therefore the
new system will be used going forward.
• The proposed automated count of the low-level images
does not take into account the colours associated with
the worm mound. Therefore some false positives are due
to shells and other elements in the scene that deviate
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